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Songs, Discos and Dancing in
Kiryandongo, Uganda
Tania Kaiser

Anthropological study of musical and dance forms in the Kiryandongo Refugee

Settlement allows us to understand some of the ways that material and aesthetic

categories are employed to express and negotiate identity, social transformation and

political upheaval in ways that are active, dynamic and contribute to the creation of new

social relations and norms. Song lyrics are found to deal with a range of issues of concern

to the group, including the Sudanese conflict that led to displacement and insecurity in

northern Uganda. Dancing is discussed in relation to a visual and behavioural aesthetic

that provides insights into the changing roles and social relations of women in particular.

Following on from this, the final section of the paper on discos suggests that these social

events have become a contested domain, in which inter-generational conflict and

concerns about inter-ethnic relations within the settlement are played out. The paper

concludes that music and dance have been used by the residents of Kiryandongo to

negotiate competing and overlapping identities. As such, they provide a forum in which

both a specifically Acholi identity, as well as a more inclusive Sudanese identity, can be

asserted and explored.

Keywords: Uganda; Refugees; Dance; Identity; Social Change

Introduction

Listen. The hymn, accompanied by drums and stringed adungu in the high, arched

Catholic Chapel on the top of the hill, draws to a close. Click. A mile away, at the

compound of a small Sudanese NGO, a group of orphans, whose education they

sponsor, complete their praise song in honour of its visiting director. Click. In the

evening, at the third-stage funeral rite of a respected elder, Wer Lyel or funeral songs

are performed. Click. In each of these locations, one or several men have been

standing close to the singers, arms held high, hands holding a tape recorder. Later,
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groups of people will gather round as the music is replayed, and hoots of laughter,

appreciation and recognition will be heard. Until the Chinese ‘Tiger’ batteries run

out, or until ‘Focus on Africa’ begins on the World Service, people are absorbed. Days

later, walking through the settlement, you may think that a party has started as you

hear music and singing. On approaching, however, you find no singers and no

musicians, but the proud possessor of the tape recorder entertaining his friends and

neighbours and boosting his reputation.

In the Sudanese refugee settlement at Kiryandongo in Uganda’s Masindi District in

the late 1990s,1 music was a central and contingent element of most aspects of life.

Whether the occasion was religious or secular, ritual or mundane, public or private,

for the young or old, music was likely to feature. The fact that it was regularly

recorded by members of the community themselves may imply a shift in the way in

which it is conceived, in the sense that the process highlights the performative rather

than the participative aspect of the experience. In another sense, the fact that, where

possible, such performances were recorded, thus preserving the music, was a way of

signifying its importance and centrality. The availability of taped ‘traditional’ music

also brought it into some kind of continuum and accommodation with alternative, or

competing, musical forms. In this sense, the enthusiasm of the settlement’s youth for

Zaire lingala music, or for American pop music, did not represent a challenge to

vernacular language songs or local musical styles and these also continued to be

appreciated.

Anthropological Fieldwork with the Sudanese Refugees of Kiryandongo Refugee

Settlement

The Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement in Uganda’s Masindi District was established in

1991 to cater for the needs of a Southern Sudanese refugee population.2 Displaced

internally by the ongoing Sudanese conflict early in 1989, they crossed into Uganda

later that year and were initially accommodated in a transit camp in Kitgum District.

Here they were repeatedly harassed and attacked by rebels of the infamous Ugandan

Lord’s Resistance Army (Kaiser 2000) until their removal to Kiryandongo in 1991. Far

away from rebel-affected territory, Kiryandongo was intended as a different kind of

settlement where, allocated with agricultural plots, refugees could resume fuller lives,

albeit in exile. While their integration into the host population was never envisaged

and not desired by the Government of Uganda, a somewhat laissez-faire attitude at

the local level implied limited freedom for the refugees to assert themselves in the

liminal reconstitution of economic livelihoods and recognisable social relations, as

well as to negotiate various kinds of social and political transformations, some of

which were linked to the fact and experience of displacement.

It was these responses, processes and activities with which I was concerned as an

anthropological researcher in the Kiryandongo settlement during a little under a

year’s fieldwork between 1996 and 1997. In a context where refugee populations are

denied control over many aspects of their lives,3 my interest was to explore the
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increasingly evident ways in which these particular groups asserted their agency in

defining and constructing a social framework which was based on their own

priorities, activities and values. Invited, indeed required, to push on with their

community and personal development by the Government of Uganda and UNHCR,

the refugees of Kiryandongo were simultaneously confronted by the necessarily

temporary nature of their new home, and by contingent events outside the

boundaries of the settlement.

As is the case in many refugee camps and settlements, the population at

Kiryandongo represented a heterogeneous, multi-ethnic ‘community’. While a clear

majority identified themselves as Acholi, even this group included several regional

sub-groups. In addition, the refugee group also included a minority of Madi, Latuko,

Zande and Bari speakers. The vast majority of the population, regardless of ethnic

identity, came from rural areas of southern Sudan. For most of them, the move to

Uganda constituted a relocation to a more integrated and developed social, economic

and political context.

While my research focus was not limited to any single ethnic or language group,

the numerical dominance of the Acholi meant that their views and preoccupations

were the most frequently heard.4 At the time of the fieldwork, Acholi leaders were

predominant in the settlement’s formal authority structures, as well as in church and

self-help organisations of various kinds. The delicacy of relations between Sudanese

and Ugandan Acholi people, not least because of the latter’s assumed association with

and suffering at the hands of the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), will be touched on

later.

Employing ‘participant observation’, I lived in the heart of the settlement and

engaged in as wide a range of activities and experiences as possible, largely through

the social networks made available to me by newly-made friends and ‘key informants’.

As a volunteer teacher at the settlement’s self-help secondary school, I met a lot of

people quite quickly and was soon embroiled in my own social network and

associated activities. At many institutional, ritual, religious and social occasions,

music and dance played an important part in events.

To recap: by 1996, many of the residents of the Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement

had been displaced to the border area from various locations within Eastern

Equatoria in Sudan, and subsequently fled to Kitgum District in Uganda, from

where they were again displaced by rebel activity in 1991. After spending a year or

more in transit conditions in Kiryandongo, they were allocated plots by the

Ugandan government and the UNHCR, and exhorted to become self-sufficient as

quickly as possible, although they were given no prospect of permanent integration in

Ugandan society. Heavily constrained by Ugandan refugee policy and the limited

nature of humanitarian assistance provided to them, the refugee population was

obliged to engage with their new environment, and find ways of negotiating and

managing their changed social configuration and the challenges of insecurity

and exile.
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Making Meaning: Music and Dance in the Settlement

Anthropologists working in diverse environments have long found that material and

aesthetic worlds can be both constructive and expressive of socio-cultural significance

and meaning (e.g. Coote and Shelton 1992; Morphy 1991). Such themes are rarely

explored in relation to refugee populations, perhaps because there is a sense that they

are too frivolous, or insufficiently solution-oriented in such contexts. This article

argues that, far from being separable from the study of some of the mainstream

research topics common to the study of refugee groups, namely identity, social

change, livelihood and political issues, attention to music and dance in Kiryandongo

demonstrates how material and aesthetic categories are employed to express and

negotiate identity, social transformation and political upheaval, in ways that are active

and dynamic and contribute to the creation of new social and other formations.

What this implies is a need not just for a technical analysis of musical and dance

forms, but also for an examination of the specific contexts and ways in which they are

created and consumed. The extent to which such forms are perceived to have

themselves changed over time and through space, as well as encoding new meanings,

is also necessarily of interest.

The fact that the Kiryandongo residents are refugees is not their only significant

characteristic. Neither is it unimportant, however, and this had implications for the

research process. While interest in songs and dance was clearly felt to be appropriate

and positive evaluations were greeted with pleasure, people were generally less keen to

analyse them in any detail than they were to raise issues with more obvious relevance

to their livelihoods and the endless struggle to access health, educational and other

services. Consequently, what follows derives from close observation and informal

discussion of the context and content of music and dance, and this is reflected in the

manner of reporting employed.

Songs are considered mainly in relation to the themes that are explicitly dealt with

in their lyrics. These include attitudes to the conflict that precipitated the refugees’

displacement, and the insecurity in northern Uganda and responses to it, as well as

lighter topics dealing with intra-household relations and love affairs. Dancing is

considered mainly in relation to women’s roles and is discussed in relation to a visual

and behavioural aesthetic that provides us with insights into the informal age setting

of women and their changing social roles and relations.

Requiring only people and a few instruments which can be produced in the

settlement, music and dancing are artistic forms which becoming refugees has not

disrupted for the population at Kiryandongo. While other systems of aesthetic

expression have been compromised by poverty, a change of environment or the social

consequences of the trauma of displacement, ‘traditional’ forms of music and dance

have endured and developed in exile. Recollections by refugees of their arrival in

Kiryandongo, and the congested transit camp conditions in which they lived,

nevertheless point to a resurgence of interest in music and dancing during this

period. This may be explicable in terms of the fact that the people were largely
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unoccupied at this time, before families were allocated plots of land to farm. It seems

likely, however, that its significance goes further than entertainment value. For

instance, members of different ethnic groups not only performed their own musical

traditions, but also became more familiar than before with those of other groups, and

a certain amount of exchange and overlapping became noticeable.

Identity

Moving to Kiryandongo from Kitgum involved moving further away from the Sudan/

Uganda border and thus further away from home in Southern Sudan. This seems to

have led to an increase in the extent to which the Kiryandongo residents thought of

themselves as a discrete group, based on their shared Sudanese identity as well as on

the collective experience of repeated displacement. Members of all ethnic groups were

very quick to point to the spirit of cooperation that existed between different groups

in the settlement, and the idea of a united community was an important operating

principle, even if notable exceptions to the ideal were to be found in practice.

The numerical dominance of the Acholi people in the settlement has led to a

concern by members of other ethnic groups that their children are learning more

about Acholi norms and behaviour, including explicitly cultural practices, than they

are about their own. Many Madi and Latuko children, for example, are acknowledged

by their parents to be more familiar with Acholi songs and dances than with those

from their own areas and in their own languages. There was not a strong sense, at the

time of the fieldwork, that this was a consequence of any deliberate intention to

colonise the others by the Acholi, but rather a function of their greater numbers in

the settlement. This quasi-assimilation also took the form of the Acholi language

gaining predominance in the settlement. Madi teenagers, for example, pointed out

that they would have been excluded from certain social and productive activities if

they had not taken the initiative to acquire a working knowledge of the language in

addition to their own.

While not wishing to overstate the cultural predominance of the Acholi group in

the settlement, it was clear that most public events at which music and dancing were

on offer were characterised largely by Acholi cultural forms, even when these had

either been modified to include aspects of other groups’ customs and conventions or,

more frequently, when they were performed by non-Acholi dancers and musicians. As

noted above, most public offices in the settlement were held by Acholi leaders and it

was not surprising that events over which they presided included characteristically

Acholi, rather than any other entertainments. It should be stressed that at that time*/

although this may no longer be the case given recent tensions between the Acholi and

the Latukos in the settlement which are not treated here (UNHCR 2002)*/that this

was not a common subject of discussion in the settlement. However, being a member

of a successful dancing group offered the possibility of pecuniary advantage in that

payments were sometimes made to groups who entertained visitors from outside the

settlement. The competition, therefore, was not exclusively a cultural one.
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It should be noted that any explicit discussion of ethnic or other forms of identity

in relation to music and dance in the settlement should take place in recognition of

the fact that, in the vast majority of cases, these forms were encountered, performed

and appreciated in the absence of debates of these kinds. Musicians and dancers were

highly valued and admired for their skill and their ability to entertain, and on one

level at least, the fact that these were Sudanese dancers and artistic forms was

emphasised above all else.

The remainder of the paper considers three different forms of music and dance:

songs, dances and discos. These loose categories are explored in turn in relation to

some of the substantive issues treated or raised by them. The examples are illustrative,

not exhaustive, but serve to indicate a range of ways in which such forms are used in

the settlement to discuss sensitive issues, to remember the past, and to mediate social

transformation. The final section, on discos, discusses how these social events have

become a contested domain in which inter-generational conflict and concerns about

inter-ethnic relations within the settlement are played out.

Songs

At least three different categories of song exist in the settlement’s repertoire of Acholi

music and each has its own aesthetic norms. Repetition is a fairly constant feature,

however, as are improvisation and variation to suit the particular performative

context. In the case of the kind of praise song referred to above, lyrics are usually

limited to a few repeated lines: of welcome, of commendation and of pride. These

kinds of song are most commonly sung by groups of children in the context of public

occasions and are written for events such as the arrival of a visitor, the departure of a

friend, or even the opening of a new building or facility.

Another extremely popular form is the music performed by adungu groups which

may be ‘called’ to entertain the guests at large public occasions. Group membership

may fluctuate and proficient musicians and singers are usually welcome to join in and

drop out quite casually even during a single performance. The adungu is a stringed

instrument which is made in a range of sizes, the largest providing the deeper notes,

while the smallest ‘solo’ variety is much higher. The largest examples are reminiscent

of harps, although the hollowed-out tree trunk which forms the body of the

instrument also provides a seat for the musician. The smaller instruments are simply

supported on the knees so that both hands are free to pluck the strings.

Making an adungu is a skilled task which implies a significant investment of time.

Wood for the largest instruments has to be fetched from ‘behind the mountain’*/the

relatively undeveloped, most recently occupied part of the settlement where

substantial forests still exist. Skins are acquired locally or imported from Sudan

and can come from animals as diverse as bush rats, snakes and anteaters. Before a

completed instrument can be used, a ritual celebration must be held at which old

women ululate to demonstrate their blessing and good wishes for the instrument.

Even those adungu which are made specifically for use in Church choirs are launched

188 T. Kaiser
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in this way, demonstrating the way in which local and Christian beliefs are reconciled

in a pragmatic way according to need.

Adungu groups often also include musicians playing lokeme (thumb piano), ajar, a

metal percussion instrument, and sometimes the smaller drums (bul). With the

exception of the adungu itself, any or all of these other instruments can drop in or out

without compromising the performance too dramatically. The music can be

accompanied by a single singer (usually the musician himself) or a whole group of

young girls and others, and the songs can be broadly described as ‘folk songs’. Subject

matter and emotional tone vary widely; songs can address historical events, places,

people and the contemporary social and political situation. Of particular interest to

this research were songs which addressed the issue of the war in Sudan, the conflict in

northern Uganda and the events which had brought the population to Kiryandongo.

Commentaries on the Sudanese conflict tend to be fairly general, often in praise or

support of a particular leader or commander. Although feelings in the settlement in

relation to the Sudanese People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) were rather mixed at the

time of the research, songs in opposition to the movement are not heard. Dissent is

clothed in silence rather than in song lyrics.

Songs can be adapted over time, with new lyrics being applied to a previously

existing tune when a new song is required for a particular occasion. One such

example is a song referring to the departure to Norway of one of the refugees and the

fact that those left behind will miss him, despite having ‘disturbed’ or bothered him

while he was still there. The music for this song was first used for a song about the

war whose principal lyric line was

mwonyni ma wamwonyo jo pa John moloyo
This war that we are in, John’s group will prevail/defeat them.

Both versions are now sung in the settlement, and the fact that the departing refugee

has since returned does not make the song redundant, it remains part of the

repertoire of several groups. Thus, significant events are recorded and remembered

in songs.

Songs have been picked up and learnt at various stages of the refugees’ journey.

Several songs composed by the Ugandan Acholi about their troubles with the

government and the Lord’s Resistance Army are still regularly performed. This is

interesting in itself as the relationship between the Ugandan and Sudanese Acholi

remains quite problematic. Many of the refugees feel that they were betrayed by

relatives and friends who failed to offer them hospitality when they first crossed the

border in 1989. Compelling political reasons exist for this passivity and yet it has

informed subsequent relations between the two groups. On being installed in a transit

camp in Kitgum District, the refugees found that they were sharing their refuge with

considerable numbers of Ugandans who had taken the opportunity to pose as

Sudanese in order to receive the protection from the LRA that they were assumed to

be getting. This proximity, added to local acts of generosity and hospitality by

Ugandans living in the areas around the camp, contributed to the establishment of
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new personal relationships between the Ugandans and the Sudanese. Songs sung in

the settlement now include those originally sung by Ugandans about their own

situations, as well as songs of support or encouragement for the refugees. Some songs

have been learnt by refugees visiting the north more recently; one such refers to the

LRA massacre of refugees and Ugandans at Padibe and Lokung in January 1997. It

opens,

Joni olum kara ringo ‘convoy’ co ringo wade
You people fear the convoy like other people fear men. Men are fearing men.

It goes on to recount how

The children from Padibe spend time in the bush, running from the convoy (i.e. the
government)
Our children spend time in the bush and are finished there, this means they fear
men.

And finally,

Loring ayela co ringo wade
The refugees fear men . . . (this is supposedly intended to encourage the LRA to go
and fight the government and is sung by women).

In some cases, song lyrics represent a rather sinister historical document of behaviour

which some would rather forget. Another of the Ugandan songs includes references to

the harassed Sudanese boys in the Achol-pii camps, left alone and unprotected with

the women. ‘Awobe Sudan magi yelo gang dong gi mon’. The accusation is that some of

the able-bodied Sudanese men fled the rebels, leaving their women to defend

themselves. Of course, no one claims that song lyrics objectively represent the past

and yet they do function as an indicator of issues and themes, even when these are

rather carefully or obliquely treated.

It is not only serious issues which are handled in this form, there are several slightly

flirtatious songs about love affairs and their obstacles which are sung with a great deal

of giggling and enjoyment by the young girls in particular.

Latin anyaka kadi kwera ka lubanga oye wabedo kwedi gang deyo

You girl, even if you refuse me, if it pleases God we will be together in our well-
decorated home.

The third category of songs is a fairly loose grouping associated with certain types

of dance. Examples are provided below. The songs are sung, often by older people,

while dancing at major social occasions or meeting in small groups to talk and drink.

Often concerned with historical events such as wars between clans or famous famines,

they can also be adapted or composed anew to mark any new occasion. These songs

have no formal beginning or end, rather they consist of a range of musical and lyrical

possibilities around a theme which can be taken up or not by the singers in question.
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Certain features such as horn blowing, whistling and ululating are possible

contributions to many of them and the whole effect is a cacophony of complementary

sounds, structured by a narrative lyric and regular chorus. The development of the

song is simultaneously directed by several people, in a form that mirrors Acholi

emphasis on collaboration and consensus. While it is not uncommon for competing

soloists to face each other off in an attempt to take control of the song, ultimately the

overall effect is more important than any individual’s contribution and conflict is

squashed by the other singers. These songs have no formal need for a musical

accompaniment; often the sounds made by voices mimic instruments themselves.

Songs described specifically as wer lyel or funeral songs are less likely to be

accompanied by dancing but may be sung around the fire in the nights after a burial.

These lament the death and talk of the predicament of those left behind, such as ‘wen

paco nyapa Ariko’*/‘the owner of the home is the daughter of Ariko’. This song

praises the wife of a dead chief who is still young and active after his death. The

poignancy is dual, both in her bereavement and in the fact that she is forced to be wen

paco or owner of the home where he had formerly and properly been won paco , the

father of the home. It should be noted that none of these songs are as finite or

coherent as I make them sound here, rather they are compositions constructed from a

number of elements which vary continually in the way I have described above.

Nevertheless, I think these examples serve to throw some light on the kinds of issue

considered appropriate for this kind of treatment.

Dancing

Context

There are two principal social contexts at which large-scale Acholi dancing is to be

found in the settlement; at formal parties or celebrations and at third-stage funeral

rites.5 During my fieldwork, for example, parties were held for the ordination of a

new pastor at the settlement’s African Inland Church, and to inaugurate the opening

of the Equatoria Civic Fund, a Sudanese NGO working in the settlement. Such formal

events are themselves the product of social transformation which dates back to before

the current displacement. On these occasions there is a previously non-existent

separation between dancers and audience, although socially confident individuals

may abandon the latter and join the former from time to time. It was particularly

noticeable, in the run-up to elections in September 1997, that the two principal

candidates for the post of Camp Chairman were the first to leave their seats

and demonstrate their involvement with the cultural roots of their constituency in

this way.

Third-stage funeral rites are often huge productions which represent a major

investment of time and financial resources. Held mainly in the dry season in order to

facilitate the travel of those arriving from distant places, they represent the principal

opportunity for entire clans (or those sections in Uganda or able to travel there) to
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meet together. While the early stages are treated with extreme seriousness, the night-

time party is characterised by vitality and is conceived as a celebration of life rather

than a mourning of death. Poverty had all but eliminated the celebrations associated

with formal wedding ceremonies in the settlement during the research period. As

such, funeral rituals were the one of the few occasions on which large numbers of

people gathered spontaneously, or on the basis of informal authority, and at which

dancing took place. In many but not all cases, the dancing area is divided into two:

one for ‘traditional’ dancing, the other for a disco. It is notable that the type of

conflict observable in relation to the discos arranged spontaneously by youths and

discussed later in the article, is not seen at funeral rituals. On the contrary, in this

context it is perfectly normal to see people exhausting themselves in one dancing

area, pausing only to rest or drink before moving to the other.

The Acholi have an interrupted history of initiating young men into age sets. While

this practice had been dropped by some clans in the post-colonial period in Sudan, it

was readopted by some Acholi communities in the 1970s and 1980s after the return

to Sudan from their first period of exile in Uganda. Since the period of the second

exile began in 1989, it has been considered impossible to initiate new groups and the

custom is again, necessarily, in abeyance. This is principally due to a belief that the

rite can only be conducted on home territory under circumstances when all of

the young men, and the elders who manage the occasion, can be brought together at

once. While women have never been included formally in age setting, within the

context of dancing an informal version of this kind of categorisation is seen. Both

men and women are involved in dancing, but in practice the different dances are

defined conceptually by the core group of women who are associated with each age

group.

As well as revealing a visual aesthetic, analysis of dancing also allows insights into

an aesthetic of social roles and behaviour. Through this medium it is possible to learn

about the demeanour, movement and appearance which are favoured by the

community for women, as well as something of the activities and behaviours which

are considered appropriate for them at each stage in their life cycles. When

questioned about the division of women into groups for different kinds of dancing,

people tend to be very vague about the need for any division and the criterion on

which these are based. In practice, however, a woman joining in a dance for which she

is not considered suitable, on the grounds of age or status, is treated with derision.

The categories which I describe reflect what I observed and not necessarily what was

described to me by informants in any systematic way. There is, of course, a good deal

of overlapping of categories in practice.

Apiti and Otole*/‘History ’

Women of middle age and above mainly perform dances called apiti and otole which,

like other dances, are accompanied mainly by various types of drum (bul). Apiti is

fairly exuberant; the women form a circle and move around singing and dancing. It is
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very much less structured than dances for younger women and allows for much more

individual improvisation*/sometimes deliberately outrageous and attention-seeking.

One or more women may break away from the circle and rush away to role-play

battle scenes, an element which is probably borrowed from otole , which I come to

next. The dance is an assertion of strength, unity and joy which makes reference to

the wider community, particularly to respected deceased husbands. The women carry

props that reflect this as well as looking back to and valuing the past; framed

photographs of husbands are a favourite. Otherwise, household and agricultural

tools, tree branches, torches, mirrors, ‘anything which will make the dance beautiful’,

may be carried. Mirrors and torches and the like are signifiers of modernity and

appreciated aesthetically for their shininess. It is in the context of dances of apiti and

otole that men, particularly older men, are likely to join in, dancing around the

outside of the circle or participating in the role-playing diversions.

Although the apiti dance teams are less strictly defined than those for younger

dancers, they often coincide with existing women’s groups from different parts of the

settlement. These function as a combination of self-help groups which women have

been exhorted to establish by community development workers, and more familiar

and established collective work groups which usually have an agricultural bias. While

the latter are more often associated with male activity (Allen 1987), women still have

a role to play and indications are that this kind of group has become more common

among women in the settlement. The feeling of unity that is generated is reinforced

by the fact that the women who are dancing together on special occasions also work

together in the course of their day-to-day lives. While dancing they carry flags

emblazoned with the name of their work groups such as ‘Mon rom */women are all

equal’ and ‘mak cwal’. ‘Mak cwal’ means ‘hold the sack’*/what a man is said to tell

his wife after they have been together to the market to sell some produce. The story

refers ironically to the woman’s expectation that the man will go and drink at least

some of the profits before coming back to her. A third group is called ‘mon puro’ or

‘women digging’. This group sing songs exhorting women of the settlement to join

them in digging, an activity that was seen as ‘male only’ by Acholi in Sudan. Again,

this is an example of how the social environment of dancing is revealing of entirely

other aspects of life.

Songs for apiti cover a range of themes, some remembering past times such as

‘Ogoro dero pi Kinyu’ or ‘he made a granary for Kinyu’, a reference to a past time of

hunger in Sudan when granaries were unusually built for a wild root as there were no

crops left. Another, ‘Abee lwenyo lagungo’ or ‘Abee fights while crawling’ commem-

orates Brigadier Abelino Angaya who, during the Anyaya 1 war, was said to have

continued fighting even as he was forced to crawl away injured.

Otole is almost always danced by older men and women together and is most

commonly performed at funeral rites. Acholi elders describe it as a traditional war

dance and it re-enacts important battles of the past. Its appearance at funeral rites is a

sign of respect for the part that the deceased has played in the life and history of the

community, and expresses a desire to contextualise their life and celebrate their
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achievements. Of all the dances it is the most decentralised; it can in some cases look

like a series of plays being acted out simultaneously by the dancers and is extremely

highly valued. Elders tell stories of battles past when the men went off to fight

wearing battle-dress, usually in inter-clan battles or in war against the neighbouring

Madi and Latuko tribes (who are now represented in the settlement).

The visual aesthetic of the dance revolves around the male costumes*/

approximated versions of battle dress to make the role-play more realistic. In

particular the men wear huge black head-dresses which are constructed of a frame

covered in black material or other substitute. At home in Sudan the piece would have

been covered in black ostrich feathers but these are unavailable in the settlement, and

black cloth or shiny black plastic bags are used instead. Scraps of white material

pinned to the head-dress represent white feathers. The rest of the costume is also

composed of home-made alternatives*/an armlet, a material belt representing a skin,

grass shields, bamboo, grass or other sticks representing spears and so on. There is no

discussion about the fact that the ‘real’ articles are not available; for the purposes of

the dance, these are the ‘real’ thing. One interesting feature of this dance is that it is

not unusual to see a woman seize a stick and charge into the melée, as a man might

have done in battle. Such crossing of gender boundaries is met with amusement and

appreciation and is not considered an inappropriate claim for glory.

Otole songs, too, often celebrate an early battle such as ‘Kasulo kwor Lobanayi’ or

‘Taking revenge at Lobanayi’, which refers to a battle between the Acholi Obbo and

Iyire sub clans in which the Obbo warriors triumphed.

Larakaraka and Dingidingi

The dance which is performed by the youngest age group is dingidingi . This is the

preserve of young, unmarried girls. Some of the features of the social organisation of

this dance group are shared with the next age group up, who dance larakaraka ;

consequently they will be considered together. What is most noticeable is that the

dancers are organised into teams, each of which is led by a ‘captain’, latela, from

among their number. She is generally the most experienced and proficient of them

and controls their movement during the course of the dance by blowing sharply on a

whistle, which alerts them to change direction, break into smaller groups and so on.

For dingidingi most of the dance takes place in a strict formation of two columns, so a

quick response to the whistle is required and timing has to be accurate. The

choreography for dingidingi is precise and relies heavily on the dancers keeping

together and on a frenetic pattern of movement which is carefully monitored by the

captain. As such, this is not a dance which anyone outside the team is encouraged to

join in.

In the case of larakaraka , the situation is slightly less strictly controlled, as the

movements are more fluid and the formation less compact, and outsiders do

sometimes join in. For this dance, too, the presence of the accompanying drummers

represents a feature of the dance and much of it is focused around them. The
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drummers usually stand in a line and, where possible, a uniform of black or dark-

coloured trousers and a white string vest is worn. The dingidingi dancers are

separated from their drummers; their synchronised and patterned movements leave

them dependent on each other alone. This is no coincidence. Larakaraka is danced by

young women who are either married or ready to be married and a great deal of

flirtation is implicit between the dancers and the drummers. In a sense they act as

each other’s foils. This dance is acknowledged to be one during which understandings

are reached between young men and women. More mature than the still-childlike

dingidingi dancers, the dancers of larakaraka are explicitly sensual in their

performance.

The dingidingi dancers, and to a lesser extent the larakaraka dancers, are presented

in teams which have a distinctly militaristic aspect. Controlled not only by the urgent

whistle blasts of their ‘captains’ but also by male dance leaders who train them in

preparation for a performance, they are highly disciplined and group-oriented.

Membership of a group fluctuates and depends to some extent on success at a series

of open rehearsals or auditions, which always attract a great crowd. Ostensibly

managed by the official dance leaders, they become events at which any self-

appointed specialist or expert can criticise, correct or advise. However, the centrality

and significance of dancing for the community are expressed by the fact that it is

formally the responsibility of one of the Refugee Welfare Councillors (Secretary for

Sports), who is also present at the rehearsals.

In terms of the appearance of the dancers, there is no doubt that, for the younger

girls, a narrow waist is considered most attractive and it is not uncommon to hear

girls being teased for eating little in order to keep their narrow waists. Fitness itself is

a criterion for aesthetic appreciation, as is the sound made by the dancers as they

stamp on the ground, ringing the ankle bells that are worn by younger girls. Both

dingidingi and larakaraka dancers wear a skirt, marina , made from a kanga cloth

which has been pressed into two levels of tiny pleats. The effect is to accentuate the

hips which are shaken vigorously during the dance, and the kinetic effect of the

movement of the material is much appreciated. Dingidingi and some larakaraka

dancers wear a tiny camisole or bra with the skirt, in order that the waist movement

can be clearly seen. The older dancers tend to wear a headscarf and most carry a

handkerchief with which to mop the sweat which streams from their faces. This

evidence of strenuous physical activity is admired and appreciated and is part of the

aesthetic content of the dance and the dancers. Bodies become shiny with sweat from

the exertion and as the dances progress they speed up until they are fast and furious.

Dingidingi dancers are understood to be young, inexperienced girls who are in the

process of becoming adult. The activity surrounding the dance teaches them

discipline, how to work as part of a team and how to gain approval by submission

to a recognised social system. It is often asserted by onlookers that it is as important

that a dancer should know how to relate to and work with the other dancers as it is

that they are good dancers in their own right. This characteristic represents an

important criterion for selection for the dance team and is closely watched and
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encouraged by the dance captain. In a way, the main difference between the

dingidingi and larakaraka dances and dancers resides in the attitude of the spectators

more than in any substantial physical differences in the dances themselves.

Objectively, the movements for dingidingi are as sensual and provocative as for

larakaraka and yet they are not explicitly viewed in this way. While a particularly

attractive or exciting dancer will be watched and speculation will be made about her

future potential as a dancer and a woman, the presence of very young girls in the

group prevents the whole affair from being consumed as a sensual spectacle, as

the larakaraka is.

Young Acholi girls are used to being relegated to the periphery of social activity,

functioning as cooks and servers at parties and family or clan occasions; the

opportunity to participate in a public realm in a situation where self-publicity is

acceptable is very much a departure from the norm for them. The process of

socialisation is full of contradictions for girls. At school they are exhorted to become

actively involved, to be assertive and to develop themselves as much as possible in

social and educational terms.6 At home, however, many of them are still expected to

behave in a way which is self-deprecating, demure and modest. One might be

tempted to assert that the coming of education for girls has created this

contradiction, yet the existence of the dingidingi dance suggests that such an

opposition has a much longer history.

If dingidingi dancers are considered too young for romantic attachments, the same

is not true of larakaraka dancers who flaunt themselves marvellously both during the

dance and in the context of the social activity that surrounds it. Women of this age

group are either unmarried or young wives, and in the context of the dancing they

seem to throw off many of their responsibilities and cares and act like girls again, but

girls with the power of knowledge of their own attractiveness. Again, the contrast

with their contained lives as wives is often striking; through dancing they assert

themselves and are appreciated for doing so. Dancing provides a socially sanctioned

environment within which is it allowable, even desirable, to behave in a way which is

physically abandoned. Spectators gather around very closely and become involved by

their proximity.

The structure of larakaraka is that a long line of women move forward in time,

snaking their way around the stationary drummers who accompany them. The drums

are a specific type for this dance, consisting of halves of large calabashes (awal) which

are struck with a handful of bicycle spokes. As the dance reaches its height, excited

members of the audience are free to break into the line of dancers and signal their

approval by stuffing currency notes into the costume of an admired dancer.

Of all of the songs associated with particular dances, the songs which accompany

larakaraka are, perhaps, most easily described as songs which are explicitly for

entertainment. Some are still poignant, however, such as ‘kwe Sudan awene?’ or

‘When will Sudan get peace?’ and ‘Sudan bedo ki cwercwiny’ or ‘The Sudanese live in

sorrow’, a reference to their exile. They can also be much more frivolous, joking about

love affairs or the difficulty of polygamous living. One song tells the story of a wife
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who puts salt in her co-wife’s cooking to spoil it. More serious topical themes are also

addressed. At a performance in October 1987, dancing was accompanied by a song

providing a commentary on the election campaign which was ongoing. One song, for

example, bemoaned the fact that, although the singers would have liked to re-elect

their chief, they were unsure about so doing as he was known for having people

whipped.

Larakaraka is the most famous Acholi dance, perhaps because it epitomises a

certain kind of celebration and because it is defined by the vigorous younger

generation. It is fairly well-known, or at least recognised, throughout Uganda, despite

the marginality of the Ugandan Acholi people generally. Paradoxically, it takes its

place as one of Uganda’s celebrated cultural treasures even as the ethnic group with

which it is associated is demonised by the government, to which it is largely opposed.

During my stay in the settlement, there was an attempt by some of the refugees to

become involved, for the purposes of dancing larakaraka , with a group of internally

displaced Ugandan Acholi who had settled, without assistance, a few kilometres away

from the settlement. It was interesting to note that, although little direct contact of

any organised kind was generally observable between the two communities, this was

one field of activity which was capable of drawing them together.

For a group of people who are consistently categorised as a bounded group by

others, whose status as refugees is routinely perceived as their defining characteristic,

dancing is a liberating and empowering process of explicit self-representation.

Participation in the social event which a dance rehearsal or performance constitutes is

recognised as a way of evoking home by expressing a shared memory of it. Dancing is

significant as more than a signifier of times past, but it is necessarily this too. The

pleasure which is experienced, and the memories it evokes, make some people yearn

for Sudan. Another feature of these dances, though, is that they fulfil the function of

teaching the children about Acholi life and art. Through watching, learning,

participating and observing the attitudes of their parents and elders in the context

of dancing, children are socialised into forms of acceptable behaviour in addition to

becoming proficient dancers. This process is recognised and valued by parents. One

of my informants in the settlement was a woman of unusually fortunate

circumstances who had fled from Sudan direct to Kampala where she was in a

position to build a house. After some time there, however, she became concerned that

her children knew nothing about their Acholi heritage. She moved to the settlement

with them, specifically so that they could learn their culture in this way and was

delighted to see them participating in these kinds of social occasion. Much of peoples’

time in the settlement is spent struggling for financial survival. Occasions on which

large numbers of people come together and participate in explicitly cultural activity

are always special occasions, and all the more valued for that. In a very real sense they

are consequently loaded with significance, and represent one important way in which

Sudanese and regional identities are expressed, sustained and developed.
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Discos: ‘Come One, Come All!’

I turn finally to a related but superficially very different context of dancing in an

alternative frame of reality. As noted above, Acholi third-stage funeral rituals in

Kiryandongo usually demarcate spaces for both ‘traditional’ and ‘disco’ dancing.

The latter is generally described as being ‘for the youth’, although it is notable that

there is actually no strict age division between the dancers in the two areas.

Such discos are considered a perfectly respectable component of the ritual occasion,

even when they generate incredible amounts of noise and go on all night. There

is a further, entirely separate context in which discos are held by youth groups in

the settlement, but in this case such parties can cause fear and resentment, and have

been accused of triggering outright conflict and the degeneration of moral values

among the younger generation. During the research period, concerted efforts were

made by settlement leaders and other elders to ban such discos altogether. What

causes such concerns, and why should they apply to one sort of disco and not the

other?

In describing and discussing the challenges posed by ‘youth discos’ here, I will

suggest that religious and secular leaders and elders approved only of those discos

which they could directly control because of concerns about changing social and

sexual mores in the younger generation, and associated fears of a breakdown in their

own structures and institutions of authority. For the older, more conservative group,

what was at stake was not merely their own authority with respect to these particular

situations, but the maintenance of familiar and culturally sanctioned ways of

organising social life.

Discos are organised by groups of young refugee men whose collective identity is

explicitly constructed in relation to the area of the settlement in which they live, in

social formations which appear not to have existed in the pre-displacement period.

The ‘ranches’ and ‘clusters’ into which the settlement is divided have not in all cases

been given names other than the number or letter which identifies them for the

purposes of administration. In some places residents have asserted a group identity

by choosing a name for their area which at once signifies the physical space and its

residents. Examples are the ‘Sogea Boys’ of Ranch 1, whose name is taken from the

name of an engineering company working on the main road through Kibanda

County, and the ‘Zulu Boys’ of Ranch 37, whose reputation rests on the relative

attractiveness of their territory, which has well-kept paths and abounds with flowers

and decorations. These local identities are an important way in which differentiation

can be expressed and, for the young people in particular, they represent an assertion

of the population’s heterogeneity. Self-named groups like these can be based on clan

relationships, friendship or simply on proximity, but once established they function

as strong and recognisable units. Although membership of ‘Zulu Boys’ is on one level

open to all the residents of the area, in practice the identity is claimed most

vigorously by the young men who live there and this seems to be a pattern in other

areas too. These are the groups who organise discos in the settlement.
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It is clear that the occasions are designed in part as a mechanism of self-publicity

and as a claim for attention and a certain kind of social status. They represent a

substantial investment of time, labour and money as they are extremely formal social

events. In the first instance a dancing area has to be cleared and fenced, a shelter built

for the invited guests to eat under and to mark their separation from the rest of the

participants. A music system has to be rented and installed (which includes the

acquisition of a generator to run it), and security systems are set up to control

the expected crowds. Discos often last for up to 72 hours straight and are advertised

by word of mouth and by posters hung on trees in prominent places in the settlement

which announce the event and end ‘Come One Come All!’ In some cases they are

held to celebrate a particular occasion, such as the end of the school holidays;

in others there is no apparent reason for them other than the desire of the hosts to

hold them.

The announcement that a disco is to take place generates various competing

responses from the community. From those likely to attend, principally secondary

school students and other young people, the prospect of a party is predictably

exciting. For the elders, community and church leaders, however, it is a signal for

alarm despite the fact that, according to the rules of the settlement, permission is

sought from the elected chief and the Refugee Welfare Council before any party is

held. Nevertheless, in 1997 the Committee banned all youth discos, demonstrating

the extent to which they felt threatened by them. Why is this? Feeding into a general

nervousness about the extent to which secondary boarding-school students are

coming under the external influence of their Ugandan teachers and peers, there is a

sense in which the more conservative elders fear that they are ‘losing’ the youth to an

alternative system of values and of organisation. The most obvious expression of this

is their complaint that young people will no longer agree to be directed or even

guided by their families when it comes to marriage, and that instead they enter

secretly into relationships of their own choosing without reference to family alliances

and the establishment of appropriate social connections. Discos, complete with

alcohol, dancing to lingala music and an absence of parental control, represent the

worst expression of this risk. At discos, the elders complain, girls and boys ‘engage

themselves’ or get sexually involved with each other, undermining their authority.

The older generation express grave concern at the extent to which their authority is

being superseded in this context. They complain that participation in discos leads to

girls becoming pregnant prematurely*/‘spoiled’, leaving them with little choice but

to marry their boyfriend regardless of the suitability of the family connection. This

undermines systems of clan authority and also offends the Christian principles which

are so energetically espoused by most of the community.

Another serious concern voiced by critics of discos is that they are a context which

is likely to trigger inter-ethnic fighting among the youth*/an ongoing preoccupation

and fear of the community leaders. To the extent that there is quite a lot of drinking

by some party-goers and that some violent conflict does on occasion arise, these fears

are not groundless. As in many other cases, however, it is difficult to be clear about
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the specific causes of any incidence of violence. On one occasion, for example, a fight

between two young men from different ethnic groups over the girlfriend of one of

them escalated to such an extent that clan members were summoned and fighting

spread. In this case, the causes and consequences of the violence were subsequently

discussed in ethnic terms, whatever the original reason for disagreement. It was after

this incident that discos were banned. Again, although for different reasons, it was the

lack of control of the younger generation that undermined the authority of the

refugee leaders. Their authority, and the explicit warning against fighting that had

been delivered at the beginning of the evening, had been disregarded as tempers

were lost.

The tensions that are observable around the idea of discos point to the

incompatibility of competing generational aspirations. For some of the younger

generation, going to a disco is seen as a normal part of social life, and one which links

them not only with the non-refugee world, but with contemporary pop culture more

broadly. It is notable that students who study at schools outside the camp are

particularly enthusiastic about attending discos, although they are generally organised

by entrepreneurial groups based full-time in the settlement. A wider range of music is

enjoyed at discos, and while there is enthusiasm among young people for the kind of

‘traditional’ music discussed above, it is not heard in these parties. Rather, one hears

lingala music from former Zaire, reggae from South Africa and American pop music.

Dancing styles are similarly eclectic. One form that provokes confusion among some

of the older generation is ‘bull dancing’, where a group of young men dance

enthusiastically together, with no female partners. This is seen as a bizarre activity by

some of the elders who assume that it is an unnatural function of the artificial

separation between young men and women as a result of their being educated in

different schools. Interestingly, although this kind of dancing was specifically

identified by settlement informants as a new phenomenon, others point to its

similarity with established forms of Nilotic dancing which were unacknowledged in

Kiryandongo.

The inter-generational conflict that arises hints at the difficulty of reconciling

respect for ‘traditional’ ways of doing things with the changing and more open and

fluid socio-cultural environment in which the refugees now live. These tensions and

contradictions have many causes and while the fact of displacement is not a sufficient

explanation for them*/it is very common to hear the older generation complaining

about the refusal of younger people to submit to their authority in a wide range of

refugee and non-refugee contexts in societies that are ‘developing’ rapidly*/it is likely

that the experience of exile and the new opportunities it has made available to the

younger generation are contributory factors.

Conclusion

This paper set out to describe and discuss some of the musical and dance forms

found in the refugee settlement at Kiryandongo, particularly in relation to the
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treatment of their subject matter, and their role in constructing and maintaining

social relations. Music and dancing have been argued to be vitally important in the

social and ritual life of this community, and cross the boundaries which might

otherwise exist between the ‘traditional’ and the modern, and between the ritual and

the everyday.

External interest in refugee groups in camps and settlements is often limited to the

subsistence sphere. While the agency of refugee groups is increasingly acknowledged

in this context, there is still much to learn about the internal dynamics of ‘refugee

community’ life, as well as mechanisms for the transformation or protection of

identity in exile. Among the residents of Kiryandongo, music and dance have been

used to negotiate competing and overlapping identities. On the one hand, they

provide a forum in which the predominance of Acholi identity can be enscribed and

transformations in social roles and relations explored. On the other, and depending

on the context, they also are also understood to express the unity of the Sudanese

group in ways that emphasise the collective experience of conflict and displacement,

and play down inter-group differences.

Vibrant and dynamic, the songs, music and dance performed and consumed in the

Kiryandongo settlement are of intrinsic interest, not least because they refute the

stereotype of refugee camp life as one-dimensional, passive and characterised by

inactivity. In addition, however, such forms provide a prism through which broader

social processes can be analysed and understood. Refugees living in camps have often

suffered a great deal but that does not mean that they lack vitality, agency and the

desire and capacity to generate meaningful social environments and to engage with

the wider world.
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Notes

[1] The anthropological fieldwork on which this paper is based was undertaken in the

Kiryandongo Refugee Settlement, Masindi District, Uganda, between September 1996 and

November 1997. It represented doctoral research for my DPhil at the Institute for Social and

Cultural Anthropology, University of Oxford. In Uganda, I was a Research Associate at the

Makerere Institute for Social Research.

[2] In July 1996, of 244,780 refugees in Uganda, 222,028 were Sudanese (UNHCR 1996). The

majority of these lived in government-designated camps and settlements in northern

Uganda, in line with the requirements of the Government of Uganda.
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[3] See, for example, Gingyera-Pinycwa (1998), Kaiser (2002), Khiddu-Makubuya (1994),

Refugee Law Project (2002).

[4] Many of the early ethnographic accounts of Acholi culture and society were produced on the

Ugandan side of the relatively new border. See, for example, Bere (1934) and Wright (1936)

in the Uganda Journal . Grove (1919) was one of the few people who published comparable

material relating to the Sudanese Acholi in the early twentieth century.

[5] The third-stage funeral rite usually takes place approximately one year after the death of the

person, and may involve both indigenous and Christian religious services. It requires the

attendance of all clan members wherever possible and consists of a highly formalised series of

tributes and other activities, culminating in an all-night party with dancing and drinking.

[6] Schoolgirl pregnancy is one of the main obstacles to girls in the settlement completing their

secondary education and represents a perceived risk that makes many families reluctant to

allow their daughters to stay at school.
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